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RECONSTRUCTING A VARIETY FROM ITS TOPOLOGY
[after Kollár, building on earlier work of Lieblich and Olsson]

by Kęstutis Česnavičius

INTRODUCTION

The underlying Zariski topological space |- | of an algebraic variety or, more gener-
ally, a scheme - tends to have few open subsets in comparison to topologies that un-
derlie structures appearing in differential geometry or geometric topology. Thus, intu-
itively, |- | is a weak invariant of -, and this intuition is confirmed by low-dimensional
examples: for an algebraic curve ⇠, the proper closed subsets of |⇠ | are the finite sub-
sets of closed points, so |⇠ | does not see much beyond the cardinality of the algebraic
closure of the base field. A more surprising example was constructed by W������
and K������ (����, Cor. �): for primes ? and ?0, there is a homeomorphism

|P2
F ?
| ' |P2

F
?
0
|.

Topological spaces that underlie schemes (resp., affine schemes) were, in fact, com-
pletely classified by H������� (����, Thm. �): they are the locally spectral (resp., the
spectral) topological spaces. We recall that a topological space ) is spectral if
— it is quasi-compact and quasi-separated;
— it is sober: each irreducible closed )0 ⇢ ) is the closure {C} of a unique C 2 )0;
— the quasi-compact open subsets form a base of the topology of ).
A topological space ) is locally spectral if it has an open cover by spectral spaces.
The topological space |- | of a quasi-compact and quasi-separated scheme- is spectral,
so Hochster’s result implies that, somewhat surprisingly, |- | also underlies some
affine scheme. For instance, for any field : and any = � 0, the topological space |P=

:
|

also underlies an affine scheme (which, of course, need not be a variety over a field).
Due to the above, the recent result of K����� (����), which is the focus of this report,

came as a surprise: a projective, irreducible, normal variety - over C of dimension � 4
is uniquely determined by its topological space |- |, see Theorem �.� below. A resulting
general expectation in this direction is captured by the following conjecture of Kollár.
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Conjecture �.� (K�����, ����, Conjecture �). — For seminormal, geometrically irreducible
varieties - and -0 over fields : and :0, respectively, with char : = 0 and dim- � 2, every
homeomorphism |- | ⇠! |-0 | underlies a scheme isomorphism -

⇠!-
0.

�. RECONSTRUCTION OF PROJECTIVE VARIETIES

The following result of Kollár builds on previous work of Lieblich and Olsson
and fully resolves Conjecture �.� for projective, normal varieties of dimension � 4 in
characteristic 0. In fact, it forms the foundation of credibility for a conjecture of this
sort.

Theorem �.� (K�����, ����, Theorem �). — For normal, geometrically integral, projective
varieties - and -0 over fields : and :0, respectively, such that either

�) dim- � 4 and both : and :0 are of characteristic 0; or
�) dim- � 3 and both : and :0 are finitely generated field extensions of Q;

every homeomorphism |- | ⇠! |-0 | underlies a scheme isomorphism -
⇠!-

0.

Remark �.�. Since - and -
0 are proper and geometrically integral, we have isomor-

phisms �(- ,�-) � : and �(-0
,�-0) � :0, so a scheme isomorphism -

⇠!-
0 amounts

to a field isomorphism � : : ⇠! :
0 and an isomorphism of varieties - ⌦: , � :0 ⇠!-

0.

We will focus on case �) because it already contains most of the main ideas while
avoiding further technicalities of �) that largely concern the Hilbert irreducibility
theorem. Roughly, the proof is based on studying Weil divisors ⇡ on a normal -:
such ⇡ are determined by |- | alone because they may be viewed as formal Z-linear
combinations of the points of codimension 1 (for instance, a reduced effective divisor
⇡ ⇢ - is the closure of a finite set of codimension 1 points in -). We will let

Div(-) :=
…

G2-(1) Z and E�(-) :=
…

G2-(1) Z�0

denote the group of all divisors (resp., the monoid of all effective divisors) on -.
It is not clear if notions such as ampleness or linear equivalence of divisors are

determined by |- | alone, and the crux of the argument is in exhibiting hypotheses
under which they are. The ability to topologically recognize linear equivalence even-
tually reduces the reconstruction problem to a combinatorial recognition theorem
for projective spaces in terms of incidence of their lines and points (von Staudt’s
fundamental theorem of projective geometry).

A divisor ⇡ on - is ample if some multiple =⇡ with = > 0 is a Cartier divisor
whose associated line bundle �(=⇡) is ample. We let ⇠ denote linear equivalence of
divisors and say that divisors⇡1 and⇡2 on- are linearly similar, denoted by⇡1 ⇠s ⇡2,
if =1⇡1 ⇠ =2⇡2 for some nonzero integers =1 and =2. If this holds with =1 = =2, then
we say that ⇡1 and ⇡2 are Q-linearly equivalent, denoted by ⇡1 ⇠Q ⇡2. When we
speak of reduced (resp., irreducible) divisors, we implicitly assume that they are also
effective (resp., effective and reduced). With these definitions, the overall proof of
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Theorem �.� proceeds in the following stages, which successively reconstruct more
and more of the structure of - from the topological space |- |, and which will be
discussed individually in the indicated sections:

|- |
§� �|- |,⇠s of irreducible ample divisors

�
§�–§� �|- |,⇠ of effective divisors

�
§�

- .

The last step, namely, the determination of a normal, geometrically integral, projective
variety - of dimension � 2 over an infinite field from its underlying topological
space |- | equipped with the relation of linear equivalence between effective divisors
on |- | is due to L������� and O����� (����).

The initial results of L������� and O����� (����), although already sufficient for
Theorem �.� above, have been sharpened and expanded in K�����, L�������, O�����,
and S���� (����).

�. RECOVERING LINEAR SIMILARITY OF AMPLE DIVISORS

N�������. In this section, we let - be a normal, geometrically integral, projective variety
over a field : of characteristic 0.

The first stage of the proof of Theorem �.� is the reconstruction of linear similarity
of irreducible ample divisors from the topological space |- | alone. This requires,
in particular, to be able to topologically recognize ampleness of irreducible divisors,
which rests crucially on the following Lefschetz type theorem for the divisor class
group.

Lemma �.� (R������� and S�������, ����, Theorem �). — Suppose that dim- � 3 and
let ↵ be an ample line bundle on - whose linear system �(- ,↵) is basepoint free. For some
nonempty Zariski open* ⇢ �(- ,↵) and every effective divisor ⇡ ⇢ - that corresponds to a
:-point in* , the following restriction map is injective:

Cl(-) 1�! Cl(⇡).
The cited result is sharper but only applies to the base change -

:̄
to an algebraic

closure :̄. This suffices because Cl(-) 1! Cl(-
:̄
): to see this last injectivity, note that

for any divisor � on - that represents a class in the kernel, both �(�) and �(��)
have nonzero global sections, which, since - is projective, means that � ⇠ 0.

For proving Theorem �.� for varieties of dimension  4, one needs a refinement of
Lemma �.� in which - is a surface (and ⇡ is a curve). This requires arithmetic inputs,
notably a theorem of N���� (����) on specialization of Picard groups. We refer to
K����� (����, Thm. ��) for this refinement of Lemma �.�. It would also be interesting to
extend Lemma �.� to positive characteristic because this may be useful for establishing
further cases of Conjecture �.�. For instance, we could then weaken the assumption
on : in this section: we could let it be a field that is not a subfield of any F ? .
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The following is the promised topological criterion for ampleness.

Proposition �.� (K�����, ����, Lemma ��). — Suppose that dim- � 2. An irreducible
divisor � ⇢ - is ample if and only if for every effective divisor ⇡ ⇢ - and distinct closed
points G , G0 2 - \ ⇡, there is an effective divisor �0 ⇢ - with

|� \ ⇡ | = |�0 \ ⇡ | and G 2 �0 but G0 8 �0
.

Sketch of proof. — To begin with the simpler direction, we assume that � is ample,
replace it by a multiple to assume that � is Cartier with associated very ample line
bundle ↵, and fix a ⇡ and G , G0 2 - \⇡. By EGA III�, �.�.�, for some = > 0 there is an
B 2 �(- ,↵⌦=) that vanishes at G, does not vanish at G0, and is such that the vanishing
locus of B

⇡
is � \ ⇡. We can take �0 to be the vanishing locus of B.

For the converse, we make a simplifying assumption that dim- � 3 (for dim- =
2 one needs a refinement of Lemma �.�). To argue that � is ample, we will use
Kleiman’s criterion (K������, ����, Chap. III, Thm. � (i), (iv) on p. ���), according
to which it suffices to show that for all distinct closed points G , G0 2 -, there exist
an integer = > 0 and an effective divisor e� such that e� ⇠ =� and G 2 e� but G0 8 e�
(this will simultaneously prove that some =� is basepoint free, so is also Cartier,
as we require of ample divisors). Since - is projective, Lemma �.� and the Bertini
theorem applied to the irreducible components of�

:̄
supply a normal effective divisor

⇡ ⇢ - not containing G, G0, or any generic point of � such that � \ ⇡ is irreducible
and Cl(-) 1! Cl(⇡). By applying the assumption to this ⇡, we find an effective
divisor �0 ⇢ - with |� \ ⇡ | = |�0 \ ⇡ | and G 2 �

0 but G0 8 �
0. Since � \ ⇡

is irreducible, this equality of topological spaces means that =�
⇡

⇠ =
0
�

0
⇡

for
some = , =0 > 0. The injectivity of Cl(-) 1! Cl(⇡) then implies that =� ⇠ =

0
�

0, and
it remains to set e� := =0�0. ⇤

Proposition �.� allows us to topologically recognize irreducible ample divisors
on -. Granted this, the following proposition then expresses the linear similarity
relation ⇠s between such divisors purely in terms of the topological space |- |.
Proposition �.� (K�����, ����, Lemma ��). — Suppose that dim- � 3. Irreducible
divisors �1 ,�2 ⇢ - with �1 ample are linearly similar if and only if for any disjoint,
irreducible, closed subsets /1 , /2 ⇢ - of dimension � 1 there is an irreducible divisor�0 ⇢ -

with
|�1 \ /1 | = |�0 \ /1 | and |�2 \ /2 | = |�0 \ /2 |.

Sketch of proof. — To begin with the simpler direction, we assume that =1�1 ⇠ =2�2
for some nonzero =1 , =2 and fix /1 , /2 as in the statement. The =8 must have the same
sign: otherwise �(<�1) and �(�<�1) would have nonzero global sections for every
large, sufficiently divisible < > 0. Thus, we may assume that =1 , =2 > 0. After replac-
ing =1 and =2 by ==1 and ==2 for a large = > 0, we then combine EGA III�, �.�.� and the
Bertini theorem (J��������, ����, �.��) to find a global section of �(=1�1) ' �(=2�2)
whose vanishing locus is an irreducible ample divisor �0 with the desired properties
(and even such that the intersection of �0

:̄

with every irreducible component of -
:̄

is irreducible).
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For the converse, we make a simplifying assumption that dim- � 5 (to improve
to dim- � 3 one again needs a refinement of Lemma �.�)—this time the assumption
is more serious because the dim- � 5 case does not suffice for Theorem �.�. Letting
�1 ,�2 be irreducible ample divisors as in the statement, we iteratively apply Lemma �.�
(with the Bertini theorem) to build disjoint, irreducible, normal closed subschemes
/1 , /2 ⇢ - that are complete intersections of dimension 2 such that �1 \/1 ⇢ /1 and
�2 \ /2 ⇢ /2 are irreducible divisors and the following restriction maps are injective:

Cl(-) 1�! Cl(/1) and Cl(-) 1�! Cl(/2).
Since the intersections �1 \ /1 and �2 \ /2 are irreducible, these injections and the
displayed equalities involving �

0 ensure that =1�1 ⇠ =
0
1�

0 and =2�2 ⇠ =
0
2�

0 for
some =8 , =0

8
> 0. It then follows that =1=02�1 ⇠ =

0
1=2�2, so that �1 and �2 are linearly

similar, as desired. ⇤

Propositions �.� and �.� jointly carry out the first reconstruction step promised
in §�: |- | �|- |,⇠s of irreducible ample divisors

�
.

They also topologically determine complete intersection subvarieties as follows.

Corollary�.�. — Suppose that dim- � 3 and let� ⇢ - be an irreducible ample divisor. The
topological space |- | alone determines the collection of those closed subsets / ⇢ |- | that are
set-theoretic complete�-intersections, i.e., for which there are irreducible divisors�8 ⇠s �
for 8 = 1, . . . , A with A = codim(/,-) such that

/ = |�1 \ . . . \ �A |.
Proof. — Propositions �.� and �.� imply that |- | alone determines the property of �
being ample, as well as the linear similarity relation �8 ⇠s �. ⇤

We will call such a closed subscheme�1\ · · ·\�A ⇢ - a complete�-intersection. The
requirement that the �8 be irreducible and only linearly similar (as opposed to linearly
equivalent) to�makes this definition slightly nonstandard, but it is convenient because
Propositions �.� and �.� only concern irreducible divisors. Any positive-dimensional
complete �-intersection �1 \ . . . \ �A is automatically geometrically connected by
the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem (SGA �new, XII, �.�), and the same then also holds
for set-theoretic complete �-intersections.

�. RECOVERING Q-LINEAR EQUIVALENCE OF AMPLE DIVISORS

N�������. In this section, we let - be a normal, geometrically integral, projective variety
over field : of characteristic 0 and let � ⇢ - be an irreducible ample divisor.

To prepare for topological recognition of linear equivalence of divisors, for now
we continue to restrict to irreducible ample divisors and show how to recognize Q-
linear equivalence between them. This refines the result presented in the previous
section because Q-linear equivalence ⇠Q is a finer relation than linear similarity ⇠s.
In addition, it involves techniques that will also be relevant later, such as topological
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recognition of reduced 0-dimensional intersections that we discuss in Proposition �.�
below. A key notion behind these techniques is that of (topological) linkage defined
as follows.

Definition �.�. Let .1 ,.2 ⇢ - be integral closed subschemes with dim(.1 \ .2) = 0.
Irreducible divisors �1 ,�2 ⇢ - with �1 ⇠s �2 ⇠s � are �-linked for .1 and .2 if some
irreducible divisor e� ⇢ - with e� ⇠s � satisfies

|e� \ .1 | = |�1 \ .1 | and |e� \ .2 | = |�2 \ .2 |.
The �-linking of .1 and .2 is free if, for some finite set of closed points ⌃ ⇢ .1 [ .2,
all �1 and �2 as above that are disjoint from ⌃ are �-linked for .1 and .2.

By Propositions �.� and �.�, if dim- � 3, then these notions depend only on |- |.
They topologically encode reducedness of 0-dimensional schematic intersections as
follows.

Proposition �.� (K�����, ����, Proposition ��). — Let .1 and .2 be as in Definition �.�
and suppose that dim- � 3, dim.1 � 2, dim.2 � 1, and .1 is geometrically connected
(for instance, a set-theoretic complete �-intersection). Then the �-linking of .1 and .2 is free
if and only if .1 \ .2 is reduced with �(.8 ,�) ⇠!�(.1 \ .2 ,�) for some 8.

Sketch of proof. — Since �(�) is ample, its global sections on .1 [ .2 lift to - after
possibly replacing them by powers. The�8 and e� that appear in the definition of free�-
linking correspond to some B8 2 �(- ,�(=8�)) andeB 2 �(- ,�(e=�)). Thus, in essence,
the question of free �-linking of .1 and .2 is that of patching the sections B8 .8 along
.1 \ .2 to glue some of their powers to a section over .1 [ .2. We may adjust the B8 .8
by global units, so the glueing is intimately related to the restriction map

�(.1 ,�)⇥ ⇥ �(.2 ,�)⇥ �! �(.1 \ .2 ,�)⇥.
The analysis of this map eventually gives the claim, see loc. cit. for details. ⇤

Remark �.�. The geometric connectedness of.1 ensures that : ⇠!�(.1 ,�) in this propo-
sition. For- of dimension � 4, this then leads to a topological criterion for recognizing
when a :-smooth closed point G 2 - is :-rational because one may realize such an G
as the schematic intersection .1 \ .2 of set-theoretic complete �-intersections .8 with
dim.1 = 2 and dim.2 = 1, see K����� (����, Cor. ��) and Corollary �.� above.

More generally, by building on the idea of analyzing free �-linking of set-theoretic
complete �-intersections, Kollár is able to topologically recognize isomorphy of
0-dimensional closed subschemes lying in the smooth locus as follows.

Proposition �.� (K�����, ����, §��). — Suppose that dim- � 4 and let /1 and /2 be
0-dimensional, reduced closed subschemes of-sm. Then (|- |,⇠s of irreducible ample divisors)
alone determines whether or not /1 and /2 are isomorphic as :-schemes.

In the setting of Proposition �.�, it is also possible to topologically determine when
.1 \.2 is reduced (without the additional condition on the global sections) as follows.
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Proposition �.�. — Suppose that dim- � 3 and let . ⇢ - be an irreducible, geometrically
connected closed :-subvariety. For irreducible, geometrically connected closed :-subvarieties
.
0
, / ⇢ - such that

|. \ / | = |.0 \ / | and this intersection is 0-dimensional,

consider the following condition (that is topological by Propositions �.� and �.�):

(8)

( There is a finite set of closed points ⌃ ⇢ . [.0 [ / such that all irreducible
divisors �1 ,�2 ⇢ - disjoint from ⌃ with �8 ⇠s � that are �-linked for .0

and / are also �-linked for . and /.
�) (K�����, ����, Cor. ��). If dim. � 2 and / satisfies dim- � 3 � dim/ � 1 and

is such that (8) holds for every 2-dimensional, irreducible complete �-intersection .0, then
. \ / is reduced.

�) (K�����, ����, Cor. ��). If dim. � 3 and H 2 . is a closed point such that - is :-
smooth at H, then. is :-smooth at H if and only if there is an irreducible complete�-intersection
/ ⇢ - of codimension dim. such that . \ / is 0-dimensional, contains H, and (8) holds
whenever .0 is an irreducible complete �-intersection.

In �), if . \ / is reduced, then . \ / ⇢ .
0 \ /, so a patching of global sections

of powers of �(�) that gives rise to an �-linking of �1 and �2 for .0 and / also
gives a required patching with . in place of .0 (compare with the sketch of proof for
Proposition �.�). Thus, the main part is the converse, for which we refer to loc. cit. The
role of the assumption on dim/ is to ensure, via the Bertini theorem, that there are
many possible .0 with |.0 \ / | = |. \ / |: the intersection of all such .0 is (. \ /)red.

In addition to topologically recognizing :-points and reducedness of 0-dimensional
intersections as above, Kollár determines equality of intersection numbers as follows.

Proposition �.� (K�����, ����, Corollary ��). — Suppose that dim- � 2. For prime
divisors ⇡1 , . . . ,⇡= ⇢ - and rational numbers @89 2 Q>0 with 1  8 , 9  =, we have

⇡8 · �dim-�1 = @89 · ⇡9 · �dim-�1 for all 1  8 , 9  =

if and only if for some closed /0 ⇢ - of codimension � 2 and every closed / ⇢ - of
codimension � 2 containing /0 there is a 1-dimensional, irreducible complete �-intersection
⇠ ⇢ - disjoint from / such that each ⇠ \⇡8 is a disjoint union of <8 copies of Spec( ) for a
finite field extension  /: that does not depend on 8, and @89 = <8/<9 .

Sketch of proof. — The ‘only if’ follows from the definitions: indeed, the intersection
number ⇡8 · �dim-�1 is read off from the schematic intersection ⇠ \ ⇡8 . For the ‘if,’
one first reduces to - being a surface by cutting it by irreducible ample divisors that
are linearly similar to � and constructed via the Bertini theorem. Then the ⇡8 are
curves and one seeks a ⇠ cut out by some nonzero B 2 �0(- ,�(<�)) for a large< > 0
(such an B would lift to a section of �(<�) defined over the original -).

By considering �(<�) –
=

8=1 ⇡8

instead, it suffices to find a global section B0 of this
sheaf for a large < > 0 such that {B0 = 0} is disjoint from / and ⇡8 \ ⇡9 for distinct
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⇡8 and ⇡9 and is a union of copies of Spec( ) for some finite extension  /:. The key
input to finding this B0 is a variant of a result of P����� (����), according to which,
for any quasi-finite, generically étale morphism � : –

=

8=1 ⇡8 ! P1
:
, there are infinitely

many separable closed points ? 2 P1
:

whose �-preimage is a reduced disjoint union
of copies of ?. ⇤

In practice, /0 is the nonsmooth locus - \-sm. However, - \-sm need not a priori
be determined by the topological space |- |, so, to get around this, one allows larger /
while still retaining the smoothness of - \ /. In particular, Propositions �.� and �.� �)
show that, for - of dimension � 4, Proposition �.� gives a purely topological criterion
for determining the ratios between the intersection numbers ⇡8 .�

dim-�1.

Corollary �.�. — Suppose that dim- � 4. For prime divisors {⇡⌫}⌫2⇤ on -, the topological
space |- | alone determines the ratios between the ⇡⌫ · �dim-�1.

Sketch of proof. — It suffices to apply the reasoning above to every pair {⇡⌫ ,⇡⌫0}. ⇤
In a similar vein, Proposition �.� implies the following criterion for recognizing

Q-linear equivalence of irreducible ample divisors.

Corollary �.� (K�����, ����, Claim ��.�). — Suppose that dim- � 2. For irreducible
ample divisors �1 ,�2 ⇢ -, we have

�1 ⇠Q �2 if and only if both �1 ⇠s �2 and �1 · �dim-�1 = �2 · �dim-�1
.

Sketch of proof. — The ‘only if’ is clear because intersection numbers are insensitive to
linear equivalence. For the ‘if,’ suppose that =1�1 ⇠ =2�2 and use Proposition �.�
to find a 1-dimensional, irreducible complete �-intersection ⇠ ⇢ - such that ⇠ \ �1
and ⇠ \�2 are 0-dimensional, reduced, and :-isomorphic. This :-isomorphy and the
assumed equality of intersection numbers imply that =1 = =2, so that �1 ⇠Q �2. ⇤

In the case when dim- � 4, the criterion given by Corollary �.� is topological
thanks to Corollary �.� and Propositions �.� and �.�.

�. TOPOLOGICAL PENCILS OF DIVISORS

N�������. In this section, we let - be a geometrically normal, geometrically integral,
positive-dimensional projective variety over a field :.

The basic idea for topologically recognizing linear equivalence between general
divisors on - is to first make them ample by adding a multiple of some ample divisor
and to then place them into linear pencils with a common member whose general
members are irreducible. In some sense this strategy achieves a reduction to the case
of irreducible ample divisors considered in §§�–�, and the key for carrying it out is to
topologically describe families of divisors that end up constituting the desired pencils.
The central notion is that of a topological pencil that we are going to examine in this
section.
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Definition�.�. For a topological space), a base locus of an infinite collectionP = {⇡⌫}⌫2⇤
of subsets ⇡⌫ ⇢ ), denoted by Base(P), is a closed subset ⌫ ⇢ ) such that, for some
⇤0 ⇢ ⇤ whose complement is finite, we have

⇡⌫ \ ⇡⌫0 ✓ ⌫ for all distinct ⌫,⌫0 2 ⇤, with ⇡⌫ \ ⇡⌫0 = ⌫ when ⌫,⌫0 2 ⇤0
.

Due to the last requirement, the base locus Base(P) is unique if it exists.

Definition �.� (K�����, ����, Def. ���). A topological pencil on - is a set P = {⇡⌫}⌫2⇤
of reduced divisors ⇡⌫ ⇢ - such that

— all but finitely many ⇡⌫ are irreducible;
— the ⇡⌫ jointly cover all the closed points of -;
— ⌫ := Base(P) exists, is of codimension � 2 in -, and each ⇡⌫ \ ⌫ is connected.

A topological pencil {⇡⌫}⌫2⇤ is ample if all but finitely many ⇡⌫ are ample divisors.

Since ⌫ is of codimension � 2, the divisors ⇡⌫ in a topological pencil are connected
and pairwise have no common irreducible components. The notions of a topological
pencil and of its base depend only on the topological space |- | and, if dim- � 2,
then, by Proposition �.�, so does the ampleness of such a pencil. The following is the
principal source of topological pencils.

Example �.�. Let ⇠ be a normal, projective, integral :-curve and let � : - ⇠ be a
dominant rational :-morphism whose maximal locus of definition is - \ ⌫ for a
closed subset ⌫ ⇢ -. Since - is normal and ⇠ is projective and nonsingular, ⌫ is
of codimension � 2 in - and �

-\⌫ is flat. Let P = {⇡⌫} be the collection of the
closures in - of the reduced connected components of (�

-\⌫)�1(2) for a variable
closed point 2 2 ⇠. We will now show that P is a topological pencil on - with base
locus ⌫. The rational map � factors through the normalization e⇠ of ⇠ in the maximal
algebraic subextension of :(-)/:(⇠) and this factorization has the same maximal
locus of definition - \ ⌫. By replacing ⇠ by e⇠, we do not change P and may assume
that :(⇠) is algebraically closed in :(-), so that, by EGA IV�, �.�.�, the generic fiber
of � is geometrically irreducible. It then follows from EGA IV�, �.�.� that all but
finitely many ⇡⌫ are irreducible.

Consider the closure- ⇢ -⇥: ⇠ of the graph of �
-\⌫, which inherits :-morphisms

such that 1 is an isomorphism over - \ ⌫ and both � and 1 are proper. The locus*
of - over which 1 has finite fibers is open (SP, ��TI), so, since - is normal and 1 is
birational, the finite map 1

1
�1(*) is an isomorphism. In particular,* = - \ ⌫ and ⌫
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consists precisely of the points G 2 - such that dim(1�1(G)) > 0. Since - ⇢ - ⇥: ⇠,
for closed such G the map 1�1(G) ! ⇠ is finite surjective and dim(1�1(G)) = 1.

The closure in - of a reduced connected component of (�
-\⌫)�1(2) is the

1-image of the closure in - of the corresponding reduced connected component
of (�

-\1�1(⌫))�1(2). Moreover, since ⇠ is nonsingular, � is flat and its closed fibers
are purely of dimension dim- � 1. Thus, we conclude from the previous paragraph
that the ⇡⌫ jointly cover all the closed points of - and that the base locus of P is
precisely ⌫ (in Definition �.� choose ⇤0 to consist of those closed points 2 2 ⇠ such
that the 2-fibers of � and � are geometrically irreducible).

Definition �.�. A topological pencil P on - is algebraic (resp., rational; resp., linear)
if it is associated to some ⇠ and � as in Example �.� (resp., with ⇠

:̄
' P1

:̄

; resp., with
⇠ ' P1

:
); an algebraic P is noncomposite if e⇠ = ⇠ in Example �.�, that is, if every finite

morphism ⇠
0 ! ⇠ of normal, projective, integral :-curves through which � factors is

an isomorphism, equivalently, if :(⇠) is algebraically closed in :(-).
The following example relates topological pencils and linear equivalence.

Example �.�. Let ↵ be a line bundle on - and let B0 , B1 2 �
0(- ,↵) be nonzero

global sections. The vanishing loci ⇡0 := {B0 = 0} and ⇡1 := {B1 = 0} are linearly
equivalent divisors on -. If ⇡0 and ⇡1 have no common irreducible components,
then B0 and B1 span a linear pencil whose base locus is {B0 = B1 = 0}: indeed, to relate
to Example �.�, it suffices to note that B0 and B1 determine a rational map � : - P1

:

whose maximal locus of definition is - \ {B0 = B1 = 0}.
Conversely, for any pair of :-points 2 , 20 2 P1

:
, there is a rational function 5 2 :(C)

that vanishes to order one at 2 and has a simple pole at 20, so any two :-fibers of a
linear topological pencil P are linearly equivalent on -.

To utilize this example, we need to recognize linearity of algebraic pencils.

Lemma �.� (K�����, ����, Lem. ���). — Suppose that : is perfect and let P be an algebraic
topological pencil on -.

�) If Base(P) meets the :-smooth locus -sm ⇢ -, then P is rational.
�) If P is rational and -sm(:) < ?, then P is linear.
�) If P is rational and the :-smooth locus of some ⇡ 2 P contains a nonempty open of

some geometrically irreducible closed :-subvariety . ⇢ Base(P), then P is linear.

Proof. — Let ⇠, �, and - be as in Example �.� and let e- be the normalization of -.
The role of the perfectness of : is to ensure that the normal :-curve ⇠ is :-smooth.

�) By a result of Abhyankar (K�����, ����, VI.�.�), the positive dimensional fibers
of a proper modification .0 ! . of excellent, normal schemes with . regular contain
nonconstant rational curves (B����, ����, Rem. �.�). We apply this to the restriction
of the morphism e

- ! - to -sm: by using the assumption on Base(P), we conclude
that each positive-dimensional fiber of - ! - receives a nonconstant morphism
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from a rational curve. It then follows from Example �.� that ⇠
:̄

also receives such a
morphism, so that ⇠

:̄
' P1

:̄

. Thus, P is rational, as desired.
�) If -sm(:) < ?, then the Lang–Nishimura theorem (P�����, ����, �.�.��) implies

that ⇠(:) < ?. Since, by assumption, ⇠
:̄
' P1

:̄

, we then conclude that ⇠ ' P1
:
.

�) Suppose that ⇡ arises from a closed point 2 2 ⇠ as in Example �.�. It suffices to
argue that [:(2) : :] = 1, since then ⇠(:) < ? and ⇠ ' P1

:
(compare with �)). Since :

is perfect, Example �.� applied over :̄ shows that ⇡
:̄

is a Gal(:̄/:)-orbit of [:(2) : :]
closures of connected components of fibers of � over :̄. Thus, if ⇡ is :-smooth at the
generic point of some geometrically irreducible :-subvariety . ⇢ Base(P), then the
closures of distinct connected components of fibers of � over :̄ cannot simultaneously
contain a nonempty open of .

:̄
, so [:(2) : :] = 1. ⇤

We turn to the key question of topologically recognizing when a topological pencil
is algebraic. The most basic example is the following case of an empty base locus.

Example �.�. Suppose that : is algebraically closed. Then, by B��������, P������,
and S���������� (����, Thm. �.�), every topological pencil {⇡⌫}⌫2⇤ whose base locus
is empty, in other words, such that ⇡⌫ \ ⇡⌫0 = ? for ⌫ < ⌫0, is algebraic. Indeed,
loc. cit. says that there are a smooth, projective :-curve ⇠ and a surjective :-morphism
� : - ! ⇠ with connected fibers such that each ⇡⌫ is contained in a (closed) fiber
of �. Since the ⇡⌫ jointly cover the closed points of -, the set of closed fibers of � is
then precisely {⇡⌫}⌫2⇤.

To proceed beyond empty base loci, it is useful to first note that algebraic topological
pencils are determined by infinitely many members as follows. In essence, this is
the basic reduction mechanism for reaching irreducible ample divisors from general
divisors.

Lemma �.�. — For topological pencils P and P0 on - with P0 algebraic, if the set P \ P0 of
those divisors ⇡ ⇢ - that belong to both P and P0 is infinite, then P = P0.

Proof. — The infinitude of P\P0 implies that Base(P) = Base(P0), so we let ⌫ be this
common base locus and let � : - ⇠ be a dominant rational morphism that gives rise
to P0 as in Example �.�. As in that example, - \ ⌫ is the maximal locus of definition
of � and we may assume that the generic fiber of � is geometrically irreducible. The
complements ⇡ \ ⌫ for ⇡ 2 P are connected and pairwise disjoint, so the infinitude
of P \ P0 ensures that each ⇡ \ ⌫ lies in a single fiber of �. Since topological pencils
cover the closed points of-, it then follows that⇡ 2 P0 and that P = P0, as desired. ⇤

The following is a topological criterion for algebraicity of topological pencils.

Proposition�.� (K�����, ����, Proposition ���). — Suppose that : is infinite. A topological
pencil P = {⇡⌫}⌫2⇤ on - is algebraic if and only if for some infinite subset ⇤0 ⇢ ⇤ and every
(or merely some) irreducible ample divisor � ⇢ -, the intersection numbers

⇡⌫ · �dim-�1 are all equal for ⌫ 2 ⇤0;
thus, if char(:) = 0 and dim(-) � 4, then the algebraicity of P depends only on |- |.
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Sketch of proof. — The last assertion that concerns topological recognition of algebraic-
ity of P follows from the rest and from Proposition �.� and Corollary �.�.

For the rest, when dim(-) = 1, every P is algebraic and the claim is that - has
infinitely many closed points of the same degree over :. This holds because there is a
finite :-morphism - ! P1

:
and P1(:) is infinite. Thus, we may assume that dim- � 2.

We begin with the simpler ‘only if’ direction and assume that P is algebraic, as-
sociated to a � : - ⇠ as in Example �.� such that all but finitely many fibers of �
are geometrically irreducible. By the 1-dimensional case, there is an infinite set ⇤0

of closed points of ⇠ of the same degree over : with irreducible �-fibers. By using
the Bertini theorem, for every irreducible ample divisor � ⇢ - and every ⌫,⌫0 2 ⇤0

we may find a complete �-intersection curve . ⇢ - for which . \ Base(P) = ?,
both . \ ⇡⌫ and . \ ⇡⌫0 are 0-dimensional, and . is flat over a neighborhood of ⌫
and ⌫0 in ⇠. Then

⇡⌫ · �dim-�1 = ⇡⌫0 · �dim-�1

because both these intersection numbers are equal to the product of the degree of .
over ⇠ with the common degree of the points in ⇤0.

For the converse, we fix a single � and let 3 be the common value ⇡⌫ ·�dim-�1 for
⌫ 2 ⇤0 and consider the Chow :-scheme Chow- , 3 that parametrizes those effective
divisors ⇡ ⇢ - that satisfy ⇡ · �dim-�1 = 3, so that Chow- , 3 is projective over :
(K�����, ����, Chap. I). The ⇡⌫ for ⌫ 2 ⇤0 give infinitely many closed points on
Chow- , 3, so, since Chow- , 3 is of finite type over :, their closure contains a positive-
dimensional irreducible closed subscheme ⇠ ⇢ Chow- , 3. Consider the universal
family of divisors � : ⇢ ! ⇠ base changed from Chow- , 3, as well as the resulting
commutative diagram

for which the ⇡⌫ for ⌫ 2 ⇤0 appear as fibers of �. It suffices to argue that there is a
nonempty open -0 ⇢ - such that the 8�1(G) for a dense set of closed points G 2 -0 are
singletons. Then, up to a power of Frobenius if char : > 0, the map 8 will be birational,
⇠ will be a curve by counting dimensions, � will give rise to an algebraic topological
pencil P0 on - as in Example �.�, and Lemma �.� will imply the desired P = P0.

For the claim about -0, first of all, the image of 8 contains infinitely many distinct
divisors ⇡⌫ for ⌫ 2 ⇤0, so the Chevalley constructibility theorem (EGA IV�, �.�.�)
implies that 8 is dominant. We then let

-
0 ⇢ - \ Base(P)

be a nonempty open over which 8 is flat (EGA IV�, ��.�.� (ii)) and let G range over the
closed points of⇡⌫\-0 for⌫ 2 ⇤0. Suppose that for such an G 2 ⇡⌫\-0 the fiber 8�1(G)
is not a singleton. Then the divisor 8�1(⇡⌫ \ -0) ⇢ 8

�1(-0) meets some �-fibers ⇢2
over closed points 2 2 ⇠ such that ⇢2 is different from the �-fiber ⇡⌫. By construction,
the effective divisors ⇢2 on - are all algebraically equivalent to ⇡⌫, so, since the latter
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is irreducible, the nonempty intersections ⇢2 \⇡⌫ have pure codimension 2 in -. This
means that the intersections 8�1(⇡⌫ \ -0) \ ⇢2 are nowhere dense in ⇢2 .

Since 8�1(⇡⌫ \ -0) ⇢ 8
�1(-0) is of pure codimension 1, another application of the

Chevalley constructibility theorem then shows that the map 8�1(⇡⌫ \ -0) ! ⇠ given
by � is dominant and its image contains a nonempty open ⇠0 ⇢ ⇠. However, this is
impossible: by construction of ⇠, there is a closed point 2 2 ⇠0 such that ⇢2 = ⇡⌫0 for
some ⌫0 2 ⇤0 \ {⌫}, and 8�1(⇡⌫ \-0) cannot meet ⇢2 because ⇡⌫ \⇡⌫0 lies in Base(P),
which does not meet -0. Thus, 8�1(G) is indeed a singleton, as desired. ⇤

Corollary�.��. — If : is uncountable (equivalently, if |- | uncountable), then every topological
pencil on - is algebraic.

Proof. — To see the parenthetical equivalence it suffices to note that, by Noether
normalization, |- | is uncountable if and only if |Adim(-)

:
| is uncountable. Suppose

that |- | is uncountable, let P = {⇡⌫}⌫2⇤ be a topological pencil on -, and fix a ⌫ 2 ⇤
and a closed point G 2 ⇡⌫ \ Base(P). Since Base(P) is of codimension � 2 in -, by
cutting ⇡⌫ by sufficiently general hyperplanes passing through G supplied by the
Bertini theorem, we may build an irreducible curve ⇠ ⇢ - that properly meets ⇡⌫ but
does not meet Base(P). Then ⇠ meets each ⇡⌫0 in finitely many points, to the effect
that, since |⇠ | is uncountable and the ⇡⌫0 cover the closed points of -, the set ⇤ is also
uncountable. On the other hand, the Néron–Severi group NS(-) is countable (SGA �,
XIII, Thm. �.�). Thus, there is an infinite subset ⇤0 ⇢ ⇤ such that the ⇡⌫0 for ⌫0 2 ⇤
are pairwise algebraically equivalent, and so also pairwise numerically equivalent
(SGA �, XIII, Thm. �.�). Proposition �.� then shows that the pencil P is algebraic. ⇤

�. RECOVERING LINEAR EQUIVALENCE OF DIVISORS

N�������. In this section, we let - be a geometrically normal, geometrically integral,
positive-dimensional projective variety over an infinite field :.

Lemma�.�. — For the subgroup⌘ ⇢ Div(-) generated by the differences of linearly equivalent
reduced divisors, every class in Div(-)/⌘ is represented by a difference of reduced divisors.
In particular, ⌘ is the subgroup of all divisors linearly equivalent to 0.

Proof. — The last assertion follows from the rest because the difference of reduced
divisors lies in ⌘ if and only if this difference is linearly equivalent to 0. For the rest,
every divisor is a sum of irreducible divisors (with multiplicities), so it suffices to
show that every irreducible divisor ⇡ ⇢ - is linearly equivalent to ⇡1 � ⇡2 for some
reduced divisors ⇡8 ⇢ - that share no irreducible components with divisors ⇡0 ⇢ -

in some fixed finite set containing ⇡: then ⇡ and ⇡1 � ⇡2 will agree in Div(-)/⌘
and, by iteratively applying this with ⇡0 ranging over the ⇡8 from preceding steps,
we will represent every class in Div(-)/⌘ by a difference of reduced divisors.
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To find a desired linear equivalence ⇡ ⇠ ⇡1 � ⇡2, we first choose a very ample
divisor � ⇢ - and an < > 0 such that ⇡ + <� is also very ample (H���������,
����, II, Exercise �.�). Since : is infinite, the Bertini theorem (J��������, ����, �.��)
then supplies our desired geometrically reduced divisors ⇡8 with ⇡1 ⇠ ⇡ + <�

and ⇡2 ⇠ <�. ⇤

As for linear equivalence of reduced divisors, the following is the key criterion.

Proposition �.� (K�����, ����, Theorem ���). — Suppose that : is perfect and dim- � 3,
and let � ⇢ - be an irreducible ample divisor. Reduced divisors ⇡1 ,⇡2 ⇢ - are linearly
equivalent if and only if for every large enough closed subset ⌃ ⇢ - of codimension � 2 and
every integral curve ⇠ ⇢ - not in ⇡1 [ ⇡2 [ ⌃, there are

— irreducible divisors ⇡0
, ⇢

0 ⇢ - not in ⇡1 [ ⇡2 with ⇢0 ample and containing ⇠;
— algebraic topological pencils P1 and P2 with ⇠ ⇢ Base(P8);
— an irreducible ample divisor ⇢ ⇢ - with (⇡8 + ⇡0 + ⇢0) \ (⇢ [ ⌃) connected;

such that

— ⇡8 + ⇡0 + ⇢0 and ⇢ lie in P8 (so ⇢ also contains ⇠);
— all but finitely many closed points of ⇠ lie in the :-smooth loci ⇢sm and ⇢0sm;
— ⇡8 + ⇡

0 + ⇢
0 and ⇢ lie in the subset of those ⇡ 2 P8 for which the function

⇡ 7! ⇡ · �dim-�1 takes the minimal value attained infinitely many times on P8 .

Sketch of proof. — We begin with the simpler ‘only if’ direction, suppose that ⇡1
and ⇡2 are linearly equivalent, and choose ⌃ to contain - \ -sm. We then choose
an irreducible ample divisor ⇡0 that shares no components with ⇡1 and ⇡2, does
not contain ⇠, and is such that the �(⇡8) ⌦�- �(⇡0) are generated by global sections.
This makes the reduced divisors ⇡8 + ⇡0 basepoint free, so also Cartier. Moreover,
since : is perfect, the integral curve ⇠ is generically :-smooth. We may then use the
Bertini theorem (K������ and A�����, ����, Thm. �) (which uses the assumption
on dim(-)) to find an irreducible ample divisor ⇢0 that contains ⇠, is :-smooth at the
generic point of ⇠, properly meets every irreducible component of ⇡8 + ⇡0, does not
contain any irreducible component of ⌃, and is such that the ⇡8 + ⇡0 + ⇢0 are very
ample (H���������, ����, II, Exercise �.� (d)). Granted that we make sure (as we may)
that ⇢0 is sufficiently ample, we may then apply the Bertini theorem (K������ and
A�����, ����, Thm. �) again, this time with the ample line bundle

�(⇡1 + ⇡0 + ⇢0) ' �(⇡2 + ⇡0 + ⇢0),
to find an irreducible ample divisor ⇢ ⇢ - with ⇢ ⇠ ⇡8+⇡0+⇢0 such that ⇢ contains ⇠,
is :-smooth at the generic point of ⇠, and does not contain any irreducible component
of ⇡8 +⇡0 + ⇢0 nor any irreducible component of the intersections between ⇢0 and the
irreducible components of the ⇡8 + ⇡0. The

(⇡8 + ⇡0 + ⇢0) \ (⇢ [ ⌃)
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are then connected, and we let P8 be the linear pencil spanned by ⇡8 + ⇡0 + ⇢0 and ⇢
as in Example �.�. By construction, these ⇡0, ⇢0, P8 , and ⇢ satisfy all the requirements
(to check the requirement about the intersection numbers, one uses the fact that
both ⇡8 + ⇡0 + ⇢0 and ⇢ are :-fibers of the pencil and argues with a complete �-
intersection curve . analogous to the one used in the proof of Proposition �.�).

For the ‘if’ direction, we may assume that ⌃ contains - \ -sm and use the Bertini
theorem (J��������, ����, Thm. �.��) to choose ⇠ to be a generically smooth, geo-
metrically integral complete �-intersection. With these choices, by Lemma �.� �), the
pencils P8 are rational and, by its part �), then they are even linear. At this point one
uses the the condition that involves the degree function

⇡ 7�! ⇡ · �dim-�1

to check that both ⇡8 + ⇡0 + ⇢0 and ⇢ are :-fibers of the pencil P8 (we omit the details
of this step here). It then follows from Example �.� that ⇡8 + ⇡0 + ⇢0 ⇠ ⇢, so that
also ⇡1 ⇠ ⇡2. ⇤

Corollary �.� (K�����, ����, Theorem ���). — Suppose that char(:) = 0 and dim- � 4.
The topological space |- | determines linear equivalence of divisors on -.

Sketch of proof. — By Lemma �.�, it suffices to show that |- | determines linear equiv-
alence between reduced divisors. For this, we explain why the notions and conditions
that appear in the linear equivalence criterion of Proposition �.� are determined by |- |:
— Ampleness of irreducible divisors by Proposition �.�.
— Algebraicity of topological pencils by Proposition �.�.
— The function ⇡ 7! ⇡ · �dim-�1 up to constant multiple by Corollary �.�.
— All but finitely many closed points of ⇠ lying in ⇢sm and ⇢0sm by Proposition �.� �):
to apply it, we choose ⌃ to contain - \ -sm (then all but finitely many closed points
of ⇠ lie in -sm) and we note that ⇢ and ⇢0 are geometrically connected by the Lefschetz
hyperplane theorem (SGA �new, XII, �.�). ⇤

In conclusion, we have now described the second reconstruction step promised
in §�:�|- |,⇠s of irreducible ample divisors

� �|- |,⇠ of effective divisors
�
.

�. RECOVERING THE PROJECTIVE VARIETY ITSELF

N�������. In this section, we let - be a normal, geometrically integral projective variety
of dimension � 2 over an infinite field :.

The remaining step �|- |,⇠ of effective divisors
�

-
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is a result of L������� and O����� (����). In this step, the ultimate source of reconstruc-
tion is the fundamental theorem of projective geometry that characterizes projective
spaces combinatorially in terms of properties of incidence between their points and
lines—in effect, for projective spaces this theorem reconstructs the full structure of an
algebraic variety from axiomatic combinatorial data. It is fascinating that the collinear-
ity relation for points in projective space encodes rich scheme-theoretic structure. This
is not quite unexpected, however—after all, one knows that this relation is capable of
encoding, for instance, polynomial equations with integer coefficients (L��������,
����, p. iv, Remarques).

The precise version of such a theorem that Lieblich and Olsson use is as follows,
established via an argument that is close to E. Artin’s classical proof.

Theorem �.� (L������� and O�����, ����, Theorem �.�). — Let + and +0 be finite-
dimensional vector spaces over infinite fields : and :0, respectively, and let

* ⇢ Gr1(P(+))(:) and *
0 ⇢ Gr1(P(+0))(:0)

be collections of lines in P(+) and P(+0) given by the sets of :-points and :0-points of some
nonempty Zariski open subsets of the indicated Grassmannians. For any bĳection

1 : P(+)(:) ⇠!P(+0)(:0) that induces an inclusion * 1! *
0
,

there are a field isomorphism � : : ⇠! :
0 and a �-semilinear isomorphism +

⇠!+
0 such that the

induced isomorphism P(+) ⇠!P(+0) agrees with 1 on some Zariski open containing all the
lines in* .

With this theorem in hand, the strategy is to apply it with

+ := �(- ,�(<�)) and +
0 := �(-0

,�(<�0)) for all < > 0
for a suitable very ample divisor� ⇢ - and a homeomorphic to- projective variety -0

that one seeks to show to be isomorphic to - (with �0 being the image of �).
Indeed, the isomorphisms + ⇠!+

0 then give isomorphisms between the graded
components of the coordinate rings that appear in the projective embeddings

- � Proj
⇣ 
<�0

�
�
- ,�(<�)� ⌘ 1�! Proj

⇣ 
<�0

�
�
- ,�(�)�⌦<⌘ ,

-
0 � Proj

⇣ 
<�0

�
�
-

0
,�(<�0)� ⌘ 1�! Proj

⇣ 
<�0

�
�
- ,�(�0)�⌦<⌘ .

With the help of some additional arguments to make sure that the isomorphisms of
the graded pieces are compatible as < varies, one obtains the desired - ⇠!-

0.
In view of this strategy, the key becomes defining the subsets of lines * and *0

with which to apply Theorem �.�. Since : is infinite, a line ✓ ⇢ P(+) is spanned by any
two of its :-points, which correspond to :⇥-orbits of sections of �(- ,�(<�)), that is,
to effective divisors on - linearly equivalent to <�. The base locus of ✓ is the locus of
common vanishing on - of these effective divisors. Lieblich and Olsson choose* to
consist of all the lines that satisfy the following definition (and analogously for*0).
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Definition �.�. With + := �(- ,�(<�)) as above, a line ✓ ⇢ P(+) is strongly definable if
there is a closed subset / ⇢ |- | of codimension � 2 such that ✓ consists precisely of
those effective divisors on - linearly equivalent to <� that contain /.

The following description of the set of all strongly definable lines is critical for
applying Theorem �.� to reconstruct the projective variety -.

Lemma �.� (L������� and O�����, ����, Lemma �.��). — If the linear system determined
by the ample divisor� ⇢ - is basepoint free, then the strongly definable lines inP(+) comprise
the set of :-points of a nonempty Zariski open of the Grassmannian Gr1(P(+)).

The precise formulation of the reconstruction result that Lieblich and Olsson obtain
by carrying out the strategy that we sketched in this section is as follows.

Theorem�.� (L������� and O�����, ����, Proposition �.�.�). — For normal, geometrically
integral, proper varieties - and -0 over infinite fields : and :0, respectively, if - is projective
and dim- � 2, then any homeomorphism |- | ⇠! |-0 | that matches the linear equivalence
relations on effective divisors on - and -0 underlies a scheme isomorphism -

⇠!-
0.

This result achieves the final reconstruction step�|- |,⇠ of effective divisors
�

- ,

and hence completes our sketch of the proof of Theorem �.�.
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